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You’ve filed a few appeals. You’re familiar with the statutes governing appeals. Maybe you know the ORAPs inside out. But what about all those unwritten rules that are not captured in black-letter law? What do experienced appellate practitioners know that you don’t? For the first time, those secrets are compiled in *Appeal and Review: Beyond the Basics*. This new book covers topics like:

- Chances of obtaining a stay
- Choosing winning issues
- Whether to cross-appeal
- When to seek amicus support
- Briefing legislative history
- Making the most of limited oral argument time
- Responding to judges’ questions
- Propriety of a motion for reconsideration
- Differences between the Oregon Court of Appeals and the Oregon Supreme Court

Written by appellate judges, longtime appellate lawyers, and Oregon’s Appellate Commissioner, *Appeal and Review: Beyond the Basics* contains those invaluable practice tips that will take your appellate advocacy to the next level.
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